
Come With The Flow

LELO and Intimina once again partnered for Orgasm Day to make you travel into
another dimension with an orgasm every day. With Ziggy Cup 2 size A and SILA Cruise,

abstinence during period is now ancient history.

Probably the most important to achieving any orgasm is getting vulnerable and letting loose on
the idea in the first place. It's the release of that tension in an orgasm that feels so incredible.
Some orgasms are often compared to tingly sensations that overtake your entire body, almost
like getting goosebumps but pleasurable. Some are described as a feeling from the inside the
vagina with pulsating muscles that spasm on and off for quite some time. We can even hear
about those that result in an extremely explosive orgasm with potential body convulsions.

Either way, what is a day without an orgasm? A day without that unbelievable tension and
tingling building throughout your body? It's not just about feeling physical satisfaction; orgasm
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has the same effect on you emotionally. And giving into account that rollercoaster of emotions
while on period, orgasms could be the answer to calming down the ride.

The fact is; period comes as sexual arousal, thanks to the hormones that result in increased
sexual desire and often increased sensitivity due to the better blood flow in the pelvis, which
means - a better and stronger orgasm. In a global survey conducted a while ago, among more
than 500 participants aged 18-50, INTIMINA discovered that 82% of women have sex on their
period. And the increased sex drive during period makes a perfect benefit of enjoying
orgasming. Discovering this kind of pleasure during the menstruation of a healthy woman is
allowed and is considered regular sexual activity, not perversion. It's an entirely natural and
healthy habit, and there are no obstacles to denying yourself this pleasure. Women should speak
openly about period sex and give it the green light; they shouldn't deprive themselves of sex
because of their period but use it in their favor. A huge percentage of women are having hot
and amazing period sex and enjoying it. Studies show that around 40% of women orgasm better
during sex on their period compared to orgasms during days without it. How about that for the
big "O"?

For boosting the whole experience of period sex, meet Ziggy cup 2 size A and SILA Cruise -
where abstinence during period is ancient history. Ziggy cup, the next generation flat-fit
menstrual cup, gives the ultimate confidence in any situation and allows us to enjoy our sex life
throughout the entire month, even while on period. And for complete satisfaction from top to
bottom, SILA Cruise focuses on the clitoral orgasm without compromising the intensity of the
orgasm at its very peak, thanks to the embedded Cruise Control™. With its softer, deeper, and
overall bigger mouth, the pleasure is dispersed to offer a slow full-body pleasure experience,
allowing you the time to explore and feel with all your senses.

How about we continue talking openly about our bodies and sexual health and turn period sex
into a big yes for everyone? It's this simple: orgasm a day keeps the blues away, so just allow
yourself to come with the flow.
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